
 Studio Portrait Photography 2

A course in studio portrait lighting, using both incandescent, continuous lighting as well a 
small portable flash, and studio electronic flash.

For students interested in taking their portrait photography to the next level.
Only basic camera skills are required-no prior experience with lights is necessary.

The course will include demonstrations and hands-on exercises over 10 sessions designed to 
emulate the stylistic and technical approach of many well-known, famous portrait 
photographers, such as Annie Leibovitz, Richard Avedon, Yousuf Karsh, Horst, and many more.

Week 1

Hard lighting portraits-Karsh, Horst, George Hurrell

A. Examples, demonstration, lighting diagrams and light modifiers 
B.Determining proper light ratios and exposure

Students will photograph the model using hard lighting in the style of the photographers 
described above, with a multiple continuous light sources

Week 2

           Portrait lighting style-Platon
A.Examples and demonstration
B.Combing hard and soft light sources and modifiers
C.  Camera angle, lens choice
D.Setup, determining exposure and light ratios

Students will photograph the model using studio strobe lighting as described above, emulating 
Platon’s signature style with a multiple studio flash light sources

Week 3

           Portrait lighting style-Dan Winters

A.Examples and demonstration
B.Combing hard and soft light sources and modifiers
c. Setup, determining exposure and light ratios
D.Image processing/color treatment (Lightroom demonstration)

Students will photograph the model using studio strobe lighting as described above, emulating 



Winters’s signature style with a multiple studio flash light sources

Week 4

           Portrait lighting style-Nadav Kander

A.Examples and demonstration
B.Combing hard and soft light sources and modifiers
C. Setup, determining exposure and light ratios
D. Using colored gels and projections
E.Image processing/color treatment (Lightroom demonstration)

Students will photograph the model using studio strobe lighting as described above, emulating 
Kander’s signature style with a multiple studio flash light sources

Week 5

      A.Final review of student work
      B. Next steps-using your influences

We will review and critique the body of work created by students during the course, make 
suggestions for improvement and further development.


